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Basic quantum principles

Superposition

1 0 10

State of particle:  

‘0 (up) or 1 (down)’

State of particle:  

‘0 (up) and 1 (down)’

Entanglement

1 0



Principles of modern computers described by Turing

Many computationally complex problems are solvable with a computer

Classical computers:

Specific combinations of classical gates that manipulate classical bits

Classical computers



Based on ideas of Feynman

Can (theoretically) solve all problems classical computers can and more

Quantum computers:

Specific combinations of quantum gates that manipulate quantum bits

Quantum computing



Two breakthrough algorithms

4099 qubits 

to break RSA-

2048

Broken:

RSA

ECC

DH

Weakend: 

AES



First, how to break encryption

Then, how to still keep our data safe

Encryption
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91 = 7 ∗ 13

15226050279225333605356183781326374297180681149613. .
. . 80688657908494580122963258952897654000350692006139 = ?

37975227936943673922808872755445627854565536638199
∗ 40094690950920881030683735292761468389214899724061

Takes classical computer few days

Takes quantum computer few minutes

For encryption, ~20 times longer integers are used

Difficulty of prime factorization



Find repetition the function 𝑔𝑥 ≡ 1 mod 𝑁

Solve this with a quantum computer



Find repetition the function 𝑔𝑥 ≡ 1 mod 𝑁

Classically we have to compute every point separately

Quantum computers compute them all at once

Solve this with a quantum computer



Store now,

decrypt later



Store now,

decrypt later



No!

Some protocols are broken and 

need to be replaced

Other require different protocol 

parameters

Is encryption now deemed useless?



Trusted courier

Use quantum technology for encryption

Use classical encryption that remains safe

How to proceed



Use quantum mechanical particles to exchange inherent security

Exchanged key can be used in other classical protocols

Quantum key distribution

Alice Bob



For some classical protocols no efficient quantum algorithm is known

Computational heavy

Use classical encryption that remains safe

Hash-based Supersingular Isogenies
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